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workers to assume responsibility for protecting themselves against the hazards of their jobs. That, it might
be added, is a view which labor adopts generally to many standards as a philosophical position.
OSHA must make a decision quite soon. By law; it is required to issue a standard within 60 days after
close of the hearing comment period. At latest, that would put it by mid-April. In addition, in letters to
.AFL-CIO president George Meany and Rep. David Obey (D-Wis.) of the key House Labor-HEW appropria·
tions subcommittee , OSHA promised that a decision would be made early in 1977. .
"Failure to do so will likely result in renewed criticism of OSHA by numerous interest gr<mps, partic.
ularly organized labor," OSHA officials said in the memo to the Secretary.
OSHA acknowledges that enforcement of the current standard is also becoming increasingly difficult
. in light of a recent Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission decision which would require
OSHA to prove the economic and technological feasibility of required engineering controls on a case-bybasis ..· .
"Issuance of a final noise standard would presumably relieve much of that burden by providing a public record that would establish the feasibility of such a standard in a general fashion," it said.
OSHA staff lists four options for addressing the issue:
1. Adopt the noise standard as proposed in October 1974. The new standard would include noncontroversial hearing conservation program requirements but the very controversial requirements for
reduction of noise through engineering controls, except when the employer can show their infeasibility.
The latter would represent a tougher OSHA position.
2. Lower the permissible exposure limit from 90 to 85 dBA, as recommended by EPA and organized
labor. This choice, OSHA said, would be the most controversial and most expensive of the options under
consideration.
3. Amend the existing standard to include a comprehensive hearing conservation program as proposed
by OSHA. This option, the agency said, would provide employees with the immediate benefits of a hearing
conservation program, a critical element of any noise standard and not provided in the current standard .
. "Under this option, however, in contrast with option 1, there would be no strengthening of the
requirement for engineering controls," the memo said'. · "The decision on revising the existing exposure
limits would be delayed until completion of an ongoing inter-industry noise study. This study is repre. sented as a majqr new d;ita source on effects of prolonged exposure at 85 and 90 decibels."
4. Adopt a comprehensive noise standard as proposed by OSHA but leave the choice of the meatts of
·.
· erriployee protection (hearing protectors or engineering and administrative controls) up to the employer.
This option, it said, would be the least expensive and most palatable to industry.
"However," it commented, "some question the effectiveness of the approach, and it would also represent a departure from the established policy for other health standards. The departure would occur in the
following sense: a seemingly permissive approach on noise which allowed either personal hearing prntec- ·
tion or engineering administrative control might be construed by employers and ultimately the courts as a
general rule which would be applicable to substances which cause chronic disease such as carcinogens. Such
a transfer of the approach allowed on noise to this class of substances would be highly deleterious to the
protection of workers."
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CAT~CTS OF TWO N.Y. TIMES EMPLOYEES EXPOSED TO COMPUTER TERMINALS UNDER STU;;;i
In the publishing industry, which has undergone rapid technological transfo~ation from lino types to
..cold type" computerizati on, the cases of two New York Times editorial employees who have developed
cataracts at the very young ages of 29 and 35 are bei~g watched closely by newspaper and printing com·
.
pany executives.
35, is a wire editor for the paper's news service.
other,
the
and
· One of the men, 29, is a copyreader
The former had been working with a video display terminal (VDT) for about six months and the latter for
about a year .
A few months ago both men complained of eyestrain and went to their private physicians, where they
were diagnosed as having cataracts, a condition which does not usually occur until the 50s. A newspaper
colleague who had read Paul Brodcur's series of articles in The New Yorker on microwave hazards suggested
that they contact Dr. l\-tilton Zaret. a New York ophthalmologist who had been equoted in the Brodeur
series. Dr. Zaret confirmed the cataract diagnosis and said they would have been caused by non-ionizing
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radiation emitted from the video display terminals.
The New York Times, the New York Guild and the Newspaper Guild (National) and NIOSH were all
i · --1
subsequently contacted and a meeting was set up between all of the parties and the AFL-CIO's Industrial
'--~,;
Union.Department.
A number of reports of eyestrain among editorial and ot~r employees exposed to VDTs in their work
had been received by Newspaper Guild locals in the last year or so. In those cases, however, the search for
a cause has focused on ionizing radiation.
Because the cataracts in the New York Times employees were located in the posterior capsule of the
eye, non-ionizing radiation was suspected, and a NIOSH team from Cincinnati conducted tests on more
than I 00 terminals in the facility there. A preliminary report showed no evidence that the machines emit- .
ted radiation which could cause cataracts. Pending a full written report, the Times has transferred the two
employees to the "old" style of pencil editing.
, Meanwhile, NIOSH still had under consideration the Newspaper Guild's request for a general study of
eyestrain and other visual effects possibly associated with exposure to the terminals.
~
Note: Meanwhile, newspaper publishers and investigators are still at odds on techniques.to investigate
ssible excessive exposures to mercury, lead and noise in pressrooms.
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NIOSH AGREES NOT TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA ON DUPONT PENDING COURT DECISION:

The extraordinary case of NIOSH vs. DuPont Co. took a new turn with signing of a stipulation by the
Justice Department in which NIOSH agreed not to enforce a subpoena against the company to obtain full
medical records of its employees at the Belle, W. Va. chemical plant.
DuPont had filed a petition for a declaratory judgment in the case and had asked the court for a stay
in enforcing the subpoena by NIOSH. The court in Charleston, W. Va. granted the stay following signing of
,the stipulation.
The entire case is an outgrowth of a complaint originally voiced last May by Earl McCune, a lab chemist at the plant and safety chairman of the lab technicians' union there. A union activist for many years in
health and safety, McCune complained to the Government that he believed an excess cancer rate among
employees there might be related to occupational exposure to chemicals.
His cause was subsequently taken up by a House Commerce subcommittee in much-publicized hear. ings last year in New Jersey under direction of Rep. Andrew Maguire (D-N .J .), a member of the subcommittee. The hearings sparked a controversy between NIOSH and DuPont on the adequacy and relevance of its
recordkeeping and testing techniques. There was general acknowledgment, however, that the company's
registry was the best available in the industry.
The case flared anew recently when NIOSH sought to obtain full medical records of employee exposure at the plant. NIOSH officials said that DuPont did not fully comply and permitted only limited access ·
to the data the Government sought. Dr. Bruce Karrh, assistant medical director, and Roy Detweiler, manager of environmental affairs, both said that to comply with the request for medical records of empioyees
without their consent would be a violation of confidentiality.
The company's attorneys also said they could not comply with the request for the records without a
subpoena. So NIOSH obtained a subpoena but, according to NIOSH's Dr. John Finklea, the company
refused to comply fully with the subpoena pending a release by all of the employees affected. It was then
that the company sought a judgment from the court.
NIOSH, meanwhile, sent a memo to the House Commerce Committee giving details of how it contends.
that the company has resisted its efforts to obtain the data. The subcommittee plans to reopen hearings on,;:.,:,:,->,
the issue soon. Meanwhile, Rep. John Moss (D-Cal.), subcommittee chairman, has threatened to cite the
company for contempt of Congress.

NIOSH SELECTS CONTRACTOR FOR NEW SITE RESEARCH STUDY:
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Are any of you old enough to remember when .HEW first started to negotiate for the location of a
permanent research facility for occupational health? Is it possible that when Moses came out of the desert
• looking for the Promised.Land he was really seeking a home for an occupational health center?
History aside, NIOSH has now signed a contract with Bryant & Bryant, a minority firm in Washington\,'.-.__ .,
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DR. BINGHAM'S CHANGES AT OSHA TO BE EVOLUT IONARY , NOT REVOLU TIONAR Y:
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It would be a mistake to believe that Dr. Eula Bingham, the new Assistant Secretary of Labor for
OSHA, will produce any drastic changes in the operation s of the agency. The modificat ions will be more

subtle than dramatic, more evolution ary than revolution ary.
This is so simply because Dr. Bingham comes from the same academic backgrou nd as Dr. Morton Com,
her predecessor. As academic scientists. both tend to look at standards developm ent in just about the same
way-with perhaps Dr. Bingham shading a bit more towards toxicolog y and Dr. Corn a bit more towards
engineering. But, generally, there will not be much to choose between the two in terms of standards
developm ent.
The point we want to make is that any differences between the Bingham and Corn regimes will not
come from them as much as they will from the political superstru cture above them. The similaritie
s are
more obvious than the differences. Both have scientific training, both are non-political, both are relatively
weak in administr ation and Congressional relations but both would rank high in dedication: to 'protect
the
workers.
Where the big differences may lie-and only time will determine this-is in the attitude of the respective Administ rations at the top. If President Carter and Secretary MarshaU wantOSH A to be a strong
agency and are willing to commit the necessary resources to make it more responsive to its mission,
more
so than President Ford and Secretary Usery, then the differences could be considerable. So far, the
Carter
Administ ration appears to be adopting economic policies far more conservative than many in labor
would
like.
President Carter told Dr. Bingham. in a brief private conversat ion in the White House, that he had
some contact with an OSHA representative in Georgia at a time when he Was remodeling his family's
peanut
processing plant. He was there to advise on construct ion to prevent any health or safety problem rather
than in an enforcem ent role, At any rate, President Carter told Dr. Bingham that he was quite impressed
with the OSHA representative, and formed a good impression of the agency as a result.
.
There may be a shift from the legislative to the executive branch in a couple of significant appointments. Don Elisburg has resigned as general counsel of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committe
e and
will become Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employm ent and Standards . Peggy Taylor, former occupational health and safety specialist on the committe e, may join Dr. Bingham;s staff at OSHA, but this
is not.
certain.
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